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Yıldız Şemsiye Umbrella StreetAntalya Showroom



YILDIZ UMBRELLA  NATUREshare solutions from

Models
It presents different alternatives with various designs as Fiber star, 
Mini star, Mega star, Telescopic and Sunflower for your shadow 
solutions. Sunflower models can be adjusted to any angle in accordance 
with the changing location of sun. Mini star and Mega star models can be 
ordered with optional coffee table, ashtray or towel rack apparatus.
All models colored in white as a standard can be manufactured in any RAL 
colors. Yildiz Umbrellas which you can order as square and octagon forms 
and 2-3-4-5 and 6 meters of diameters are used at pool sides, cafes, wharfs, 
beaches and any open space. You can obtain samples of Yildiz Umbrella from 
the company representative and try them at your place for choosing the best 
shadow system for you.

Umbrella Sunshade Canvas
The sunshade canvases of Yildiz Umbrellas are chosen from special cotton canvas 
fabrics which are treated against ultraviolet beams, mildew and decomposition and 
meticulously sewn in its own factory. The sunshade canvases manufactured by using 
waterproof polyester fabrics are used in rainy weathers and the firm logo can be 
applied to the canvas optionally.
Wind circulation is ensured for all Yildiz Umbreallas by 8 ventilation holes on the 
canvas and number of ventilation holes can be increased for preventing falling at 
open spaces with high wind density. Ventilations act as a chimney and ensure 
circulation of cigarette smoke.
Yildiz Umbreallas are delivered with their waterproof protection covers.

Assembly Systems
Yildiz Umbrellas which are manufactured with 2 different bases as the Steel 
and Plastic Bases can also be ordered without any base. Falling by wind or light 
stormy weathers is prevented by pouring concrete inside these bases. All bases 
are equipped with wheels and pulled anyway by side levers. Optional brake 
systems are applied for preventing movement of the base in blustery weather 
conditions. By means of housing under bases, they can be stored up to 5 units 
on top of another and space can be saved. It is possible to ensure fixed use by 
using wharf or sand layered galvanized stainless apparatus.

Accessories
Coffee Table - the coffee tables which can be mounted to the main body of the 
umbrellas are located between two loungers. They can be used as cocktail tables 
by adjusting to the required height.
Astray Set - the ashtray set designed for putting out cigarettes and junking is
assembled to the coffee table and it can be moved to left and right.  
Optionally, it can be mounted 2 sets and used as a flowerpot and an esthetic 
look is ensured.
Hanger - the apparatus designed for hanging bags, cameras or towels is 
manufactured by using high-density petkim products.

Guarantee - Technical Service
The fabrics, assembly systems and accessories of Yildiz umbrellas are 
guaranteed for 2 years and 5-star service is provided. Each replacement 
part of Yildiz Umbreallas are manufactured meticulously in our factory 
for maintaining long-lasting life and no replacement part shortage is 
experienced.
Technical service support is provided to you on-site where you will use 
Yildiz Umbreallas and you save time.



YILDIZ ŞEMSİYE, founded by Ayhan Kış in 1995,
new designs to attract the attention of the world umbrella sector
in the pride of being the foremost name in the industry
continues to travel.

The paragraph starting with the broad technical staff will change as follows;
The large technical staff, the business of the younger generation and Adana
factory to a closed area nearly 10.000 m2 and newly established.
A new excitement by opening the Antalya factory with 5000 m2 closed area.
The stars in the Umbrella are inevitable rise, quality,
design and most importantly customer satisfaction
he owes his debt. Our company; 22 years of experience and Bodrum,
Antalya, K.K.T.C. Girne showrooms and customers faster
sales and service.

Yildiz Umbrealla - A Family Company

he only way to become 
successful is to meet the 
expectations and demands 
of your customers.T

innovative
flexible
high-quality

the chairman 

sales manager
architect

operations manager
mechanical engineer

production manager
architect



with skirting - without skirting

High-quality engineering

It is consisted of a Ǿ32x2 mm aluminum 
middle pipe. All bearer and support points 
are plastic and guaranteed Petkim products 
are used. The wind circulation is provided by 
8 ventilation points on the canvas. Sunshade 
canvas can be ordered with polyester or jute.

Design

Fiber star which is designed on corrosion 
and falling of easily wearing umbrellas 
used at pool sides and beaches which are 
hard to move solves all these problems 
with its quality, price and esthetic.







fiberstar base

It is manufactured under high pressure 
and temperature by using the high-density 
products of Petkim that are 5 mm thick.
Corrosion is completely prevented 
because it is plastic, falling and flying 
against wind and light storms is prevented 
by pouring concrete inside the base which 
weighs 28 kg.

opening and closing fiberstar

It is easily opened by pushing the spring 
mechanism on the middle pipe and lifting 
the middle node upwards and closed easily 
by lowering the node.

ventilation of fiberstar

The wind circulation is provided by 8 
ventilation points on the polyester canvas.
Wind is discharged through jute canvas in 
case of complete jute canvas option.

fiberstar arms

All bearer and support points are plastic 
and guaranteed Petkim products are used. 
Corrosion and fractures are prevented by 
using fiber for the arms.



Design
Mini star with standard hanger apparatus and optional 
coffee table and ashtray accessories brings an esthetic 
solution for pool sides and beaches with its canvas 
without skirting. It can be moved any place by its 
wheeled base and it is prevented against falling by 
its base weight.

High-quality engineering

It is consisted of 8 branches in 18x12x2 mm 
dimensions and Ø 40 x 2,3 mm aluminum central 
pipe that are electrostatic oven-dyed.
The wind circulation is provided by 8 ventilation 
points on the canvas. Polyester or jute sunshade 
canvas can be ordered with standard special 
cotton fabrics.

without skirting









Design

High-quality engineering

It is possible to apply logos on the canvas of mini 
star with standard hanger apparatus, optional coffee 
table and ashtray options. It can be moved any place 
by its wheeled base and it is prevented against falling 
by its base weight.

It is consisted of 8 branches in 18x12x2 mm dimensions 
and Ø 40 x 2,3 mm aluminum central pipe that are 
electrostatic oven-dyed.
The wind circulation is provided by 8 ventilation points 
on the canvas. Polyester or jute sunshade canvas can be 
ordered with standard special cotton fabrics.

with skirting









mini star plastic base

It is manufactured under high-pressure and 
temperature by using the high-density 
products of Petkim that are 5 mm thick.
Corrosion is completely prevented because 
it is plastic.
Falling and flying of the umbrella against 
wind is prevented by pouring concrete 
inside the base pedestal which weighs 42 kg.

mini star hanger

The apparatus designed for hanging bags, 
cameras or towels is manufactured by 
using high-density petkim products.

mini star plastic coffee table

Manufactured by using Q: 45 cm 
high-density Petkim products. 
It runs as the same as with the umbrella 
opening mechanism.
Can be moveble up and down on the pipe.

mini star ashtray

It is manufactured under high-pressure 
and temperature by using the high-
density products of Petkim that are 5 
mm thick. Corrosion is completely 
prevented because it is plastic.
Cigarette extinguisher can be added.

stainless ashtray apparatus

08 mm thick stainless chrome sheet has been 
cut and drilled with holes.
It is easy to use and prevents flammable 
materials from being thrown into the trash can.

Q: 15 cm   H: 1 mm



Design

High-quality engineering

Mega star which is designed to be used at pool sides, 
beaches and cafes at windy spaces is unique with its 
moving base pedestals calculated carefully against 
falling and interior pipes used for reinforcing the body.

It is consisted of 8 branches in 30x18x2,2 mm dimensions
 and Ø 50 x 2.5 mm aluminum central pipe that are 
electrostatic oven-dyed. A steel pipe of 46x3 mm is placed 
inside that central pipe as a support.
The wind circulation is provided by 8 ventilation points on
 the canvas. Polyester or jute sunshade canvas can be ordered
 with standard special cotton fabrics

octagonal
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55 cm x 55 H1 15 cm55 cm x 55 H1 18 cm

Q: 60 H1 13 cm

Q: 15 cm H: 2 cm

 mega star square  pastic base mega star square  pastic base mega star square  pastic base

It’s manifactured under high pressure and 
temperature by using the high -density 
products of Petkim that that are 5mm thick.
Corrosion is completely prevented because 
it is plastic ,falling and flying against wind 
and light storm is prevented by pouring 
concrete inside the base 
which weighs 87 kg.

mega star steel square base

The protection is provided by bending 
2.5 mm thick steel sheet and galvanizing 
which is guaranteed for 10 years against 
corrosion. Its life is extended by covering 
by dust paint under 200C in an electrostatic 
oven and 70 kg weight is ensured by 
pouring concrete inside the base and by this 
way falling and flying against windy 
conditions is prevented.

mega star round basemega star round basemega star round base

It’s manifactured under high-pressure 
and temperature by using the high-density 
products of Petkim that are 5 mm thick.
Corrosion is completely prevented 
because it is plastic ,falling and flying 
against wind and light storm is prevented 
by pouring concrete inside the base which 
weighs 67 kg.

mega star plastic coffee table mega star ashtray

It is manufactured under high-pressure 
and temperature by using the high
density products of Petkim that are 
5 mm thick. Corrosion is completely 
prevented because it is plastic.

mega star plastic coffee table

Manufactured by us�ng Q: 52 cm h�gh-
dens�ty Petk�m products. It runs as the 
same as w�th the umbrella open�ng 
mechan�sm.Can be moveble up and down 
on the p�pe.

It �s manufactured under h�gh-pressure 
and temperature by us�ng the h�gh-
dens�ty products of Petk�m that are 5 
mm th�ck. Corros�on �s completely 
prevented because �t �s plast�c.
C�garette ext�ngu�sher can be added.



Design

High-quality engineering

Mega star which is designed to be used at pool sides, 
beaches and cafes at windy spaces is unique with its 
moving base pedestals calculated carefully against 
falling and interior pipes used for reinforcing the body.

It is consisted of 8 branches in 30x18x2,2 mm dimensions
 and Ø 50 x 2.5 mm aluminum central pipe that are electrostatic 
oven-dyed. A steel pipe of 46x3 mm is placed inside that central 
pipe as a support.
The wind circulation is provided by 8 ventilation points on the 
canvas. Polyester or jute sunshade canvas can be ordered with 
standard special cotton fabrics.
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Design

High-quality engineering

Telescopic ultra mega star designed for creating large shades for 
cafes, restaurants any another places creates long-standing 
outdoors with its durability.

It is consisted of 40 x 40 x 2.5 mm electrostatic oven-dyed 
8 branches and Ǿ 80 x 4 mm aluminum bearing pipe. 
All bearer and support points are aluminum cast andplastic 
and guaranteed Petkim products are used. Bearing arms are 
supported by federated profiles for improving strength. 
The wind circulation is provided by the tower on the canvas. 
Polyester, acrylic or jute sunshade canvas can be ordered with 
standard special cotton fabrics.

telescopic















telescobic square galvanized cover telescopic marble base

telescopic turning lever

Opening system of the telescopic 
umbrella is established by turning 
the worm screw inside the middle 
pipe towards clockwise by means 
of the galvanized lever with a plastic 
endpoint.

telescopic tower and height detail

The tower added on the umbrella acts 
as a chimney and provides wind 
circulation.
Tower height is 40 cm.

It is established by putting 4 pieces, 
52 kg plastic blocks full of concrete,
totally weıgh 210 kg ,on 3 mm thick 
square galvanized frame.
It moves by wheels integrated by 6 
steel gaskets. Each marble can be 
carried easily by a lifting arm.

83 cm x 83 cm H1: 15 cm 80 cm x 80 cm H1: 15 cm

It’s manufactured by 1mm th�ck 
galvan�zed plate �n square form.
It’s l�fe �s extended by cover�ng 
by dust pa�nt under 200 C �n an 
elctroastat�c oven.
It can be pa�nt requested real color .



Design

High-quality engineering

Sunflower designed by inspiring the love of sunflower 
for the sun allows adjusting the shade's location in 
accordance with the angle of sunlight changing 
during the day.

It is consisted of 30x18x2.2 mm 8 electrostatic oven-dyed 
branches and 47x87x3 mm aluminum bearing profile.
All bearer and support points are aluminum cast andplastic 
and guaranteed Petkim products are used. Side hinged 
sunshade system creates larger shades for open spaces 
such as cafes, restaurants and etc. because no middle 
pipe is used. The wind circulation is provided by 8 ventilation 
points on the canvas. Polyester, american fiver, imported 
acrylic or jute sunshade canvas can be ordered with standard 
special cotton fabrics.

Octagon









Sunflower designed by inspiring the love of sunflower for 
the sun allows adjusting the shade's location in accordance 
with the angle of sunlight changing during the day.

It is consisted of 30x18x2.2 mm 8 electrostatic oven-dyed 
branches and 47x87x3 mm aluminum bearing profile.
All bearer and support points are aluminum cast andplastic 
and guaranteed Petkim products are used. Side hinged sunshade 
system creates larger shades for open spaces such as cafes, 
restaurants and etc. because no middle pipe is used.
The wind circulation is provided by 8 ventilation points on
the canvas. Polyester, american fiver, imported acrylic or jute 
sunshade canvas can be ordered with standard 
special cotton fabrics.

High-quality engineering

Design

Square



50 x 75 cm H1: 15 cm

sunflower steel rectengular base

The protection is provided by bending 
2.5 mm thick steel sheet in square form 
and galvanizing which is guaranteed 
for 10 years against corrosion. Its life 
is extended by covering by dust paint 
under 200C in an electrostatic oven 
and 110 kg weight is ensured by 
pouring concrete inside the base and 
by this way falling and flying against 
windy conditions is prevented.

sunflower opening detail

Roller Umbrella opening system is 
established by turning the turning 
lever on the side hinged box profile 
clockwise and rolling 4 mm stainless 
steel rope in the center.

80 x 80 cm H1: 15 cm

sunflower steel turning apartment base

It �s cons�sted of 4 marbles full of concrete
each 52 kg totally we�gh�ng 210 kg,
on 4 x 80 x 80 cm base. 
It turns 360 degrees around �ts axle 
through �ts turn�ng apparatus.

telescobic square galvanized cover

83 cm x 83 cm H1: 15 cm

It’s manufactured by 1mm th�ck 
galvan�zed plate �n square form.
It’s l�fe �s extended by cover�ng 
by dust pa�nt under 200 C �n an 
elctroastat�c oven.
It can be pa�nt requested real color .



Sunflower designed by inspiring the love of sunflower for 
the sun allows adjusting the shade's location in accordance 
with the angle of sunlight changing during the day.

Design

High-quality engineering

Telescopic in a 90mm x 90mm x 5mm carriage column

in the 70mm x 70mm x 5mm dimension that allows the mechanism to be

95 mm x 65 mm x 10 mm for opening the reinforced profile and frame

aluminum scissors system in the measure comes to the point.

40 mm x 20 mm x 2 mm with arms and under these arms

Reinforced aluminum u profiles at 48mm x 32mm x 5mm

with arms strengthened against breaking and twisting.

The connecting elements that connect the whole skeleton are cast aluminum,

 telescopic easy opening with max. Clear to 4MTX4MT

shading area.

100 cm x 100 cm x 20 mm with dip galvanized screw

The concrete slab is used with fixed anchorage.

All bolts and screw fasteners used are zinc-nickel

Coating prevents rusting. Located on the tarpaulin

With the tower, wind circulation is ensured, imported acrylic,

imported jute and american fiver is manufactured by using tarpaulins.









Elegance and Logo

Our innovation products which have been 
decorating the pool sides and beaches 
of 5-star hotels, restaurants and etc. in our
 country and at abroad since the day they 
have begun their journey in the sector are 
ordered for promotion purposes of special 
customers of Coca-Cola, Pepsi, Carlsberg 
and Tuborg.

Any logo or firm name can be applied by 
high-quality printing machines on any 
2-5 meters cotton, polyester or acrylic 
umbrella canvas skirts.

Sewn logo

Any logo or firm name can be sewn in any 
color on any 2-5 meters cotton, polyester or 
acrylic domestic or imported jute umbrella 
canvas skirts.

Print

imported jute canvas top with embroidered logo
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Spare parts

Fiberstar Arm/Lever Group Sunflower Rope Mechanism Sunflower Opening Lever Fiber star Arm/Lever Group Mega star Hanger Mini star Hanger

Telescopic Arm and Tower Mini-Mega Star Fabric Plug Sunflower Lock

Mini - Mega star
Beach Apparatus

Telescopic 
Opening Lever

Megastar 
Opening Rope Set

Mini - Mega star 
Wharf Apparatus Mega star Pool Apparatus

Megastar Tower Mega star Bracket Sunflower Fabric Plug

Sunflower Neck Brace Sunflower Bracket Sunflower Hinge

Waterproof Cover 360 Degrees Moving Wheels Fixed Wheels Marble Pedestal

All products of Yildiz Semsiye are our own 
products and no replacement part problems 
are experienced. All our products are patented 
and they are guaranteed two years for service 
and replacement parts.






